JUNIOR WELLS & THE ACES

Live In Boston 1966:
The NEW (Soon-to-Be Classic) Release from Delmark Records.
FINE CONTEMPORARY JAZZ CD SALE!

**SALE PRICE!**

$12.99 (Reg. $15.99)

These titles also on Sale:

**COREY CHRISTIANSEN QUARTET**, Outlaw Tractor w/ David Halliday, Pat Bianchi, Matt Jorgensen (82562)

**MATT VISHLISHAN**, No Such Thing with David Liebman, Vic Juris... (82548)

**DOUG BEAVERS 9**, Two Shades of Nude with Jon Irabagon, Alex Sipiagin, Marc Mommaas... (82574)

**JESSICA WILLIAMS**, Touch – Live solo piano performance (82566)

**HAL GALPER TRIO**, E Pluribus Unum w/ Jeff Johnson & John Bishop (82557)

Prices good through 1/31/11

---

**LP RE-ISSUES FROM SONY LEGACY!**

Beautiful 180gram pressings ON SALE – Just $14.99 for a limited time!

(Reg. $19.99. Price good through 1/31/11)

**SAM COOKE**, Live at the Harlem Square Club #33790

**MILES DAVIS**, In A Silent Way #40415

**MILES DAVIS**, Nefertiti #40412

**MILES DAVIS**, Sketches of Spain #40414

**HERBIE HANCOCK**, Headhunters #39218

**HERBIE HANCOCK**, Thrust #40406

**BILLIE HOLIDAY**, ReMixed & Remagnetized #35297

**CHARLES MINGUS**, Ah Um #33568

**NINA SIMONE**, ReMixed & Remagnetized #33561

**DON'T MISS THIS CLASSIC 2-LP SET FOR JUST $24.99!**

**MILES DAVIS**, Bitches Brew #40407

---

**ALSO ON SALE!** **TRIO OF DOOM**, (Jaco Pastorius, John McLaughlin, Tony Williams) #34331 • **WEATHER REPORT**, Heavy Weather #35142

AND! Ask about the new issue of Miles Davis, Kind of Blue on vinyl – coming soon... finally!!
Delmark Records is excited about our next batch of blues and jazz for 2011! One of the greatest blues recordings of all time, the classic *WEST SIDE SOUL* from Magic Sam is getting a makeover, with previously unissued photos, additional liner notes from Don Wilcock, and the original '67 analog stereo mix from Stu Black! We will also be presenting a West Side Soul T-Shirt for the 1st time ever! YEAH!!!

Can't wait to present the Delmark debut of the talented Chicago blues chanteuse, Grana’ Louise, the winner of the 2009 Windy City Blues Society Best Blues Band Challenge. This studio and live recording, *Getting’ Kinda Rough*, features her standout lead guitarist, Tom Holland, who also bends the strings with the one and only James Cotton, in addition to leading his own band! For you old time blues piano fans, we are pleased to unearth some rare blues piano rolls from the '20's from Clarence “Jelly" Johnson, *Low Down Papa*. We also have the exciting news that Ernest Dawkins and his New Horizons Ensemble, featuring the world renowned jazz guitarist Jeff Paker, return to Delmark with their 5th CD. *The Prairie Prophet* is all original compositions from this long time Chicago jazz saxophonist, Dawkins, one of the influential leaders of the Chicago AACM, Velvet Lounge, and creative jazz scenes. The Chicago AACM just celebrated their 45th Anniversary with a big concert featuring Delmark artists Ernest Dawkins, Nicole Mitchell, Ari Brown, Jodie Christian, Roscoe Mitchell, and more!

A big congrats goes out to the hard working and talented Mississippi Heat for winning the recent 2010 BLUES BLAST National Music Awards for Best Traditional Blues CD of the year for their acclaimed Delmark CD, *Let’s Live It Up*! I think the Heat defies category - traditional blues with a unique, contemporary sound! We had a blast at the show with Delmark artists Eddie Shaw, Zora Young, Quintus McCormick, and of course, Pierre LaCocque, Inetta, and Carl Weathersby and the rest of the Heat all putting in wonderful performances for the entertained crowd at the new Buddy Guy’s Legends. The Heat’s producer Michael Freeman also won the prestigious 2010 Keeping the Blues Alive award (KBA) for his long time excellent blues production work, including Mississippi Heat’s on Delmark and Pinetop Perkins & Willie “Big Eyes” Smith’s recent recording on Telarc.

Speaking of the legendary bluesmen, Pinetop and Big Eyes - they were both in the Riverside studio at Delmark for a special recording that will be released next year on harmonica star Chris Harper’s Swissississippi record label. The incredible Pinetop will be turning 98 years young in 2011. “I’m gonna go for a puff, I’m tough, and that ain’t no bluff” Pinetop said to me with a sparkle in his eye as he pulled out a Kool cigarette; that’s your next hit song, Pinetop! Delmark’s Riverside is also set for a studio recording session for Quintus McCormick in anticipation for his follow-up recording after his wildly popular Delmark debut, *Hey Jodie*. Look for a eagerly awaited follow up for Eddie C. Campbell in 2011, too!

We had a blast at the recent “Wolf vs. Muddy” throwdown with Tail Dragger vs Willie Buck show at Rosa’s Lounge. This special traditional Chicago blues show is getting harder to find in Chicago, and was a great night, packed with fans eager for the old school sounds! This night also featured special guest Syl Johnson with a killer mini set, in a raw, stripped down blues trio with unsung bass legend Bernard Reed, with Syl’s guitar work particularly standing out, in addition to his spine tingling vocals! Syl will be celebrating his new box set (4CD/6LP!) on the local musical treasure hunting NUMERO record label with a big party at the Old Town School of Folk Music, complete with a 17 piece big band with special guests Otis Clay and Jackie Ross. We want to wish safe European traveling on their extended tours abroad to Eddie C. Campbell, Jimmy Burns, Shirley Johnson, Zora Young, Mississippi Heat, Dave Specter and more! We’re also looking forward to the CD release parties for Studebaker John’s Maxwell Street Kings and James Kinds’ Delmark blues debuts, just starting to get rave reviews!

Hot on the heels of trumpet master Brad Goode’s fantastic new Delmark recording, *Tight Like This*, we found out the exciting news from author, jazz historian/BBC presenter Brian Morton from the UK that Brad’s previous Delmark CD, *Nature Boy*, was listed as one of the 1001 best jazz albums of all time in the 2010 Penguin Jazz Guide! We also want to give a shout out to our other 2 recent strong jazz releases with their top notch reviews from vibraphone star Jason Adasiewicz’ *Sun Rooms*, and Exploding Star Orchestra’s *Stars Have Shapes* (also on LP!)

Our condolences go out to long time owner of the beloved Chicago South Side Blues Club, Lee’s Unleaded Blues, Stanley “Sarge” Davis.

- Kevin Johnson, Delmark promotions
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TWO CD SETS at an UNBELIEVABLE PRICE!
2 CDS LOADED WITH GREAT MUSIC FOR JUST $8.99 EA!!
(Most have 40 songs in the set, some as many as 50!) Prices good through 1/31/11

ELLAR FITZGERALD, The Great American Songbook (211)
LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS, Dirty House Blues (348) (50 tracks)
HOWLIN' WOLF, Evil (300)
SARAH VAUGHAN, The Great American Songbook (221)

NINA SIMONE, My Baby Just Cares For Me (309)
BILLIE HOLIDAY, The Great American Songbook (220)
MUDDY WATERS, King of the Blues/Best of (#297) (50 tracks!)
OSCAR PETERSON, Songbooks (26)

PEGGY LEE, Greatest Hits (284)
VARIOUS ARTISTS, Voodoo Blues – The Devil Within #360
VARIOUS ARTISTS, Essential Chicago Blues #352
VARIOUS ARTISTS, Real Raw Rockabilly #346 (50 tracks)

LOUIS ARMSTRONG, Satchmo’s Finest #233
CHET BAKER, Cool Jazz #312
CHUCK BERRY, The Best of #279
BO DIDDLEY, Hey! Bo Diddley #327
ELMORE JAMES, Definitive (310)
BB KING, Electric Blues (315)
LEADBELLY, Definitive (261)
CHARLIE PARKER, Bird’s Nest (302)
DJANGO REINHARDT & STEPHANE GRAPPELLI, Ultimate Collection (251)
FRANK SINATRA, Great American Songbook (205)
SONNY TERRY & BROWNIE MCGHEE, Cripple Creek (304)
SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON, Down & Out Blues / The Trumpet Sides (#356)

MORE VARIOUS ARTISTS
ELECTRIC BLUES #357
ESSENTIAL DELTA BLUES #321 (50 tracks)

HAVING TROUBLE FINDING BLANK TAPES FOR YOUR CASSETTE RECORDER?
We have 6-packs of Memorex DBS 60 (Normal Bias) Tapes for just $3.50 while supplies last.

What raw and fiery Chicago guitarist had six fingers on his left hand?
What Dallas musician is arguably the twentieth century’s most influential blues guitarist?
What female singer hollered “I Got My Mojo Workin’” before Muddy Waters made it his signature song?
Find out with this fun and informative deck of Blues Trivia Cards...

What Do You Know About The Blues?
A Quiz Deck by Cary Wolfson

Just $9.99
In 1966, Junior Wells was at something of a turning point. He’d begun his professional music career fifteen or so years earlier, and enjoyed some early attention as a member of Muddy Waters’ prestigious band, then via his own recordings for the States label - both endeavors now counted among the highpoints of the classic Chicago blues era. As the ’50s waned and the ’60s dawned, he’d rolled with the musical punches, and adapted his style to the more pop and soul-oriented sounds then emanating from the black Chicago music scene. In 1965, he recorded the groundbreaking Delmark album *Hoodoo Man Blues* with help from a young Buddy Guy, and began crossing over to younger, whiter audience with his mixture of deep blues feeling and contemporary funkiness. Behind him, a legacy of classic blues rooted equally in the southern traditions of Junior Parker, Sonny Boy Williamson II, and the gritty urban sounds of Muddy Waters, Little Walter and others. In front of him was a doorway into funk, soul, and slick horn-laden R&B, already ajar and just waiting for him to push through.

So when he went to play Boston in September of 1966, it would have been completely natural for him to bring along some of his regular working Chicago crew, which at the time might have included Buddy Guy, bassist Jack Myers, and drummer Bill Warren among the flexible lineup. Instead, Junior reached back instead of looking forward, and brought along the band that he’d begun his career with. c. 1950, The Aces - brothers Dave and Louis Myers, and drummer Fred Below. This was the band that had shaken things up as young men in Chicago back in the early ’50s, adding an undeniable swing to the downhome blues of their elders. It was with Junior up front that they’d first become a force to be reckoned with; it was the fact that they were already pushing the blues envelope and bringing the music to a younger, hipper audience that inspired Little Walter to hire them intact as his first band (and send Junior to Muddy) in 1952. In an interview many years later, when asked to name his favorites from among all the many musicians he’d worked with over the years, he replied “The Aces” - not a cherry-picked list of all-time MVPs filling each position, but instead the single group that had defined the blues ensemble style that Junior had cut his teeth on at the beginning of his career.

This Boston show shows Junior well into his comfort zone, obviously feeling good, bantering with the audience, joking and clowning, but not neglecting to get down to some serious blues as well. He’s at ease enough with The Aces to go off into some obviously improvised, spur of the moment excursions, ad-libbing lyrics and themes, riding the groove and going with the musical flow as he puts on a show that may have been a little different from his typical south side club dates (listen to his more serious and sedate live recordings at Pepper’s Lounge in Chicago from the “It’s My Life Baby” LP from the following year for contrast). His performance here is extroverted and playful, and in some ways more intense, as he digs into his early influences as well as more recent developments on the blues scene.

As the set progresses, Junior becomes more adventurous, and veers away from familiar territory into spur-of-the-moment areas; especially notable are a few tracks that seem to be improvised on the spot. “Junior’s Whoop” starts like an homage to Little Walter’s “Mellow Down Easy”, but evolves into a rocking vehicle for wonderful extended solos from Junior and guitarist Louis Myers. “If You Gonna Leave Me” and “I Don’t Know” sound like they’re both assembled on the spot from spare parts Junior had left over or half-remembered from other songs, and it’s a credit to his amazing skills as a performer and the force of his personality that he makes them both sound fresh and complete. It’s this same charisma that breathes life and excitement into even the most familiar titles - which certainly weren’t as well known outside Junior’s milieu as they are now.

Hearing these live recordings, it’s hard to believe Junior has been gone going on fifteen years now. The sheer power of his personality comes through on every track, and on the entertaining between-songs patter included here as well, which provides a valuable insight into just how dynamic and personable a performer he was in his prime. Junior Wells was a little guy, but his outsized persona loomed large over the Chicago blues landscape during his time, and continues to cast a shadow today.

Be thankful to the blues gods that this important, valuable, and most importantly, enormously entertaining document of one of the key figures in Chicago blues history survived and is available for us to enjoy right now.

-Scott Dirks, August 2010

**LINER NOTES FROM THE NEW DELMARK CD**

*Dave Myers Photo: Steve Tomashesky*

*Other Photos: Marc PoKempner*

**Reaction Report**

Louis Myer’s guitar is on the nail, while Wells is vocally beseeching: his harmonica proves just how scintillating that modest instrument can be. It’s no hype to rank him alongside the two Sonny Boys, Little Walter, Walter Horton and George Smith.”

"An unreleased gem of a live performance ‘Live in Boston 1966’ provides the blues fan with a vintage recording of the legendary Junior Wells backed by a top-notch R & B outfit in the Aces, both the artist and the band kicking out jams with vitality and energy.”

"...a wonderful look into the music of an important blues legend and shows us just how versatile, unique, and creative a showman Junior Wells was.”

"Wells’ vocals brings the blues with a soulful lilt, and it’s a perfect match to the heavy-swinging sound of the backing band. Almost always in this hour-long set, they hit all their marks in perfect sync.”

"Junior was not only a great singer and harmonica player, he was also one of the great characters of blues music, and this recording captures each of the aspects that made him great... that certain something that grabs you by the throat and forces you to pay attention to him.”

-About.com:blues

-Blues Underground Network

-Black Grooves

-Blogcritics
NEW from CANDID — 4 CDs of LIVE music from the Les Tompkins Archives!


WES MONTGOMERY
Body & Soul - with Stan Tracey, Rick Laird, & Ronnie Stephenson #79104

RONNIE SCOTT & HIS AMERICAN FRIENDS, Secret Love with Donald Byrd, Freddie Hubbard, JJJ Johnson, & Sonny Stitt #79103

ROLAND KIRK Gifts & Messages - with Stan Tracey, Rick Laird, Allan Ganley #79105

TUBBY HAYES Inventivity - with Rolf Ericson, Cat Anderson, Sal Nistico... #79101/2
(2 CD SET) SALE $14.99 (REG $17.99)

JAZZ – The Defining Artists; Their Thoughts, Words and Stories

with pics and brief bios of Charlie Christian, Billie, Jelly Roll, Louis, Duke, Ella, Benny Goodman, Bechet, Louis, Miles, Basie, and Grappelli

JUST $4.99 EACH CD FOR A LIMITED TIME!

12 GREAT ARTISTS + 1 SAMPLER! CDs CHOCK FULL OF THE GREATEST ARTISTS’ GREATEST HITS!

LOUIS ARMSTRONG #8502
SIDNEY BECHET #8509
DUKE ELLINGTON #8501
JOHNNY GRIFFIN #8507
EARL HINES #8512

JOHNNY HODGES #8510
BILLIE HOLIDAY #8511
STUFF SMITH #8506
ART TATUM #8503
CLARK TERRY #8505

ALSO ON SALE FROM STORYVILLE!
BEN WEBSTER #8504; TEDDY WILSON #8508; VARIOUS ARTISTS SAMPLER #1011 • SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH 1/31/11

SALE $14.99 (REG $17.99)
(2 CD SET)

2011 JAZZ & BLUES CALENDARS

Jazz – The Defining Artists;
Their Thoughts, Words and Stories

with pics and brief bios of Charlie Christian, Billie, Jelly Roll, Louis, Duke, Ella, Benny Goodman, Bechet, Louis, Miles, Basie, and Grappelli

Just $13.95!

Classic Blues Artwork from the 1920s
Contains a free CD of vintage blues!
Just $16.99 while quantity lasts.
STUDEBAKER JOHN’S MAXWELL STREET KINGS
That’s The Way You Do (DELMARK DE 810)
W/ STEVE CUSHING (drums) & RICK KREHR (guitar)

John Grimaldi, aka Studebaker John, was born on November 5, 1952 in an Italian-American section of Chicago. He started out playing harmonica at the age of seven and after witnessing a performance by Maxwell Street legend Hound Dog Taylor, was inspired to take up the slide guitar. John also admired & befriended slide guitarist J.B. Hutto, and aptly named his own band after Hutto’s Hawks. In the 1970s, Studebaker John & the Hawks spent several years playing various Chicago clubs and eventually released their first record, Straight No Chaser in 1978. John has since released several more acclaimed records, which brings us to his latest. That’s The Way You Do is a tribute to the great days of Chicago’s famous Maxwell Street Market, and the plethora of vibrant blues music found there back in the day. That’s the Way You Do is lively and raw in the Maxwell Street tradition. Studebaker John’s slide and harmonica wail and moan from the get-go, and the band runs full steam ahead on all 15 tracks. Highlights include, “Side by Side,” “If You Would Love Me,” “Low Down Women,” and the powerful instrumental “Taylor Street Boogie.” This release brings back the classic sound of the 50s, 60s, and 70s era of electric Chicago blues when Robert Nighthawk, Howlin’ Wolf, Muddy Waters, Elmore James, Little Walter and Hound Dog Taylor ruled the clubs of Chicago.

MAY WE ALSO SUGGEST THESE RECORDINGS BY STUDEBAKER JOHN:
Outside Looking In (Blind Pig 5022) JRM PRICE $16.99
Tremoluxe (Blind Pig 5031) JRM PRICE $16.99

DVD IN REVIEW

Cheat You Fair — The Story of Maxwell Street

Cheat You Fair: The Story of Maxwell Street is a fascinating new documentary about the Chicago’s culturally diverse area known as the Maxwell Street Market. The Maxwell St open air market is most widely known for its contribution to the development of early “Chicago Blues.” Chicago is where many blues musicians came to escape the segregated and racially hostile South, and Maxwell Street is where these musicians came to play their instruments, eventually through electric amplifiers in order to be heard over the hundreds and hundreds of people looking for bargains. This DVD is not only about the beginning of “electric” Chicago blues, but offers in great detail the early history of Jewish settlers who came to escape racism in Europe and Russia; thus relating how and where the African-American and Jewish cultures crossed paths and developed both a partnership and a bond. The conclusion of the film deals with the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) and its expansion into the Maxwell St area, and how the community petitioned to make the Maxwell St market area a national historic district. Their failure to win their case, essentially ended Maxwell Street’s nearly century long reign.

Cheat You Fair: The Story of Maxwell Street was filmed, written, produced and directed by Phil Ranstrom. Many segments were filmed by Ranstrom in 1994. The film contains interviews with Jimmie Lee Robinson, Charlie Musselwhite, Junior Wells, Buddy Guy, Bo Diddley, Uncle John Williams, Studs Terkel, Bob Koester and many more. Highly recommended!

MAY WE ALSO SUGGEST THESE OTHER DVDS THAT ALSO DISCUSS THE MAXWELL STREET BLUES SCENE:
And This is Free – CD/DVD set (Shanachie 6801) $29.99
Chicago Blues (Vestapol 13095) $24.99

GONNA LOAD UP?
GET THE JRM TOTE FOR 1/2 PRICE WITH ANY PURCHASE OF $30 OR MORE!
NEW RELEASES
THE BEST CDs OF 2010 ARE ON SALE NOW!

CURTIS FULLER, I Will Tell Her w/ Keith Oxman...
CAPRI 74100 • REG $16.99

GRANT STEWART, Around the Corner w/ Peter Bernstein (gtr)
SHARP NINE 1046 • REG $16.99

MEL BROWN, Love, Lost & Found – his final album w/Snooky Pryor, Sam Myers, Enrico Crivellero & Miss Angel
ELECTRO-FI 3421 • REG $16.99

WYNTON MARSALIS & THE MARSALIS FAMILY, Music Redeems w/Branford, Ellis, Delfayo, Jason, guest Harry Connick Jr, etc
MARSALIS MUSIC 13 • REG $16.99

CURTIS FULLER, I Will Tell Her w/ Keith Oxman...
CAPRI 74100 • REG $16.99

GRANT STEWART, Around the Corner w/ Peter Bernstein (gtr)
SHARP NINE 1046 • REG $16.99

MEL BROWN, Love, Lost & Found – his final album w/Snooky Pryor, Sam Myers, Enrico Crivellero & Miss Angel
ELECTRO-FI 3421 • REG $16.99

WYNTON MARSALIS & THE MARSALIS FAMILY, Music Redeems w/Branford, Ellis, Delfayo, Jason, guest Harry Connick Jr, etc
MARSALIS MUSIC 13 • REG $16.99

CONTACT, Five On One w/ Dave Liebman, John Abercrombie, Marc Copeland, Drew Gress & Billy Hart
PROUET 3048 • REG $16.99

THE PIZZARELLI BOYS, Desert Island Dreamers (John, Bucky & Martin)
ARBRORS 19412 • REG $16.99

HILARY KOLE, You Are There Vocalist Kole duets w/ the world’s finest piano players; Hank Jones, Kenny Barron, Benny Green, Dave Brubeck, etc
JUSTIN TIME 8561 • REG $16.99

RYAN COHAN, Another Look w/ Joe Locke, Geof Bradfield, etc...
MOTEMA 45 • REG $16.99

VIJAY IYER, Solo
ACT 9497 • REG $16.99

HENRY THREADGILL 2000D, This Brings us To w/ Vol 2 Pi #36
REG $16.99
ALSO GET THREADGILL’S PREV CD: Vol 1 Pi #35 ON SALE $13.99!

RUDRESH MAHANTHAPPA & BUNKY GREEN, Apex w/ Jason Moran, Jack DeJohnette, etc
PI #1017 • REG $16.99

JAMES MOODY, 4B w/ Kenny Barron, Todd Coolman, & Lewis Nash
JAZZ LEGACY 1001011 • REG $16.99

ONE FOR ALL, Incorrigible w/ Eric Alexander, Jim Rotondi, Steve Davis, David Hazeltine, John Webber, Joe Farnsworth
JAZZ LEGACY 1001005 • REG $16.99

DANILO PEREZ, Providencia w/ Ben Street, Adam Cruz, and guests Rudresh Mahanthappa, Sara Serpa and more
MACK AVE 1082 • REG $16.99

BUDDY GUY, Living Proof w/ B.B. King, Carlos Santana...
SILVERTONE 78107 • REG $16.99
ALSO ON LP $16.99
Chicago’s 2010 Umbrella Music Festival

Chicago has the proud distinction of not only being home to some of the finest improvising musicians in the world, but as a hub for international artists. This year marked the 5th year of the Umbrella Music Festival; showcasing our distinguished local talent alongside luminaries the world over. The festival, working in conjunction with the Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs and various European consulates, brought two European artists of particular note: Fredrick Ljunkvist and Joost Buis. Ljunkvist, best known for his reed work with the Swedish outfit Atomic, lead an all-star cast of established Chicago talent and Nick Mazzarella, a gifted young alto saxophonist who has quickly become a valued fixture on the scene. Joost Buis is an exceptional trombonist from the Netherlands who has worked with such Dutch legends as Han Bennink, William Breuker and iconic American trombonist George Lewis. For the festival, Buis was joined by Chicago stalwarts Josh Berman (cornet), Dave Rempis (reeds), Keefe Jackson (reeds) Jason Roebke (bass) and drummers Mike Reed and Charles Rumbak. Domestic artists were given the spotlight on the remaining three nights of the festival including performances by David S. Ware, the Mark Helias trio (with Ellery Eskelin and Tom Rainey), Trio 3 (Oliver Lake, Reggie Workman and Andrew Cyrille) and Wadada Leo Smith. The festival, which is held the first week of November, is always a concert highlight of the year so mark your calendar for the 2011 festival! Don’t forget, the Umbrella Music Group also presents free jazz and improvised music every week: Wednesdays at the Hideout, Thursdays at Elastic and Sundays at the Hungry Brain. For more information visit www.umbrellamusic.org

Albums of interest from Umbrella Fest artists:

- Fredrick Ljunkvist (w/ Atomic) Distill OKKA DISK 12073 (2 DISCS)
- Joost Buis Astronotes DATA 041 $16.99
- Chicago Luzern Exchange Several Lights DELMARK 561
- Jason Roebke, 2009 (w/ JEB BISHOP and Frank Rosaly) BETTER ANIMAL 1
- Dave Rempis (w/ The Engines), Wire and Brass OKKA DISK 12079 $14.99
- Mike Reed (w/ Loose Assembly and Roscoe Mitchell. Recorded at Umbrella Fest ’09) Empathetic Parts - 482 1074
- Charles Rumbak Two Kinds of Art Thieves CLEAN FEED 152
- David S. Ware Onecept AUM FIDELITY 064
- Trio 3 Encounter PASSIN’THRU 41212
- Wadada Leo Smith Spiritual Dimensions CUNEIFORM 290/291 (2 DISCS)

RIVERSIDE STUDIO

Used for many Delmark Records recordings; available for rental!

Hi Definition 24/192 digital recording with ProTools
Analog recording available at a reasonable rate.

Lots of nice vintage gear and mics including Neuman’s & RCA ribbon, plus Steinway piano and B-3 organ.
$125 / recording-hour with engineer. Reduced rehearsal rate available.

For more info, email: riverside@delmark.com or call 773-539-5001 and ask for Steve.
EXPLODING STAR ORCHESTRA

Stars Have Shapes (DELMARK CD 806)

Jazz cornetist Rob Mazurek has created a sound world that is uniquely his own, sculpting a TOTAL sound environment, by fully utilizing the beautiful instrumentation of the Exploding Star Orchestra and sounds from a variety of sources, including: rain from the Brazilian Amazon, insects at the turn of an eclipse, the hammering overdrive of bicycles in Copenhagen, stacked muted cornets run through various filters, drones built from electric eels and piano feedback, hi-frequency sinuous lines from tone generators, pitched bass guitars, and other prepared instruments. With Nicole Mitchell, Jason Adasiewicz, Greg Ward, Josh Abrams, Mike Reed... “Ascension Ghost Impression #2”, “Chromo Rocker”, “Three Blocks of Light” (extended on CD version) and “Impression #1” (CD only). Also available: Rob Mazurek Quintet, Sound Is (586); Chicago Underground Trio, Chronicle (DVD 1573, CD 573).
BOOK IN REVIEW

**HOT JAZZ FOR SALE: HOLLYWOOD'S JAZZ MAN RECORD SHOP** by Cary Ginell

So why should you read a book about a record shop? Even a jazz record shop that had a label? Maybe I can convince you.

Most jazz fans know about the Commodore Record Shop begetting an important jazz label that issued Billie Holiday’s classic Strange Fruit. They might even know that Prestige, Dial and other important labels came from record shops, as did Jazz Record Mart’s Delmark.

Hot Jazz For Sale: Hollywood’s Jazz Man Record Shop (by Cary Ginell) isn’t just about a store. It relates significant events in jazz history.

Dave Stuart opened the JMRS in 1939 to sell only classic jazz in an era when big band swing was America’s pop music... In fact he refused to stock the swing bands’ records, selling second hand 78’s of early jazz and the very few reissues that were then available.

It’s too bad Stuart didn’t start his label earlier. Jelly Roll Morton was a regular visitor and Stuart began interviewing him for a bio but Jelly died before it could be written. He also began to promote a west coast version of John Hammond’s Spirituals To Swing concerts.

Orson Welles hung out at the JMRS and got Stuart on the RKO payroll to help organize extensive jazz for his fourth (sadly unfinished) RKO film. When he did start his label he began the trad revival by recording the Lu Watters band from San Francisco, giving Bob Scobey, Turk Murphy and Clancy Hayes their first discographical break. This was followed by a trip to New Orleans to record Bunk Johnson with George Lewis et al. Other sides were then available.

So, Dave Stuart made many contributions with his shop and label, which continued after him into the ’60s. On a visit to Los Angeles I dropped in on Lester Koenig at Contemporary Records. Next door to CR was the Dave Stuart Gallery. I should have met him.

This is a privately-published book so there probably will be no remainders. But...

The House That Trane Built - The Story of Impulse Records (Ashley Kahn, Granta Books, London) is also available from JRM for $8.99. It’s basically the story of Creed Taylor, who brought his experience at Bethlehem records into ABC-Paramount’s label and kicking off Impulse.

Then Bob Thiele moved from Decca to ABC-Impulse when Taylor departed. It also deals with Thiele’s earlier Signature and other labels dating back to Jazz Man days. (Did you know that Thiele reissued Ma Rainey and Henry Brown Paramounts in the very early ’40s?)

---

**Magic Sam** *West Side Soul* Delmark 615

*West Side Soul* was chosen by Living Blues magazine as one of it’s top ten Desert Island Blues Discs. The new Digipak case contains photos and 1960s pluggers (promoting west side gigs) from the private collection of Bill Lindemann. The source material for the CD is the original 1967 analog stereo mix by Stu Black who recorded many of Delmark’s classic 1960s blues and jazz recordings.

**Graná Louise** *Gettin’ Kinda Rough!* Delmark 812

Her deep, rich voice belts out the kind of raw, gut blues that makes your spine tingle and heart ache. CD combines studio and live recordings, brand new original songs and covers that have been personalized so as to make them her own.

**Ernest Dawkins** *The Prairie Prophet* Delmark 598

The New Horizons Ensemble, “a band with an uncommon versatility that erupts into new music bursts of dissonance and color. This band can enlighten an audience while enthraling it.” - Chicago Tribune.

**Clarence Johnson** *Low Down Papa* Delmark 813

Some of the rarest hot piano solos ever made! These performances were originally recorded in Chicago during the mid to late 1920s by the Capitol Music Roll Company and issued as nickelodeon piano rolls.

---

JRM PRICE $40.00* PAPERBACK

JRM PRICE $4000* Includes a CD with 25 tracks of highlights from Jazz Man’s 13-year history!

DELMARK CDs COMING JANUARY 18TH, 2011!

*REG $45.99 - JRM PRICE $40.00, PAPERBACK W/ CD

BOOK IN REVIEW

**BY BOB KOESTER**

“*It’s too bad Stuart didn’t start his label earlier. Jelly Roll Morton was a regular visitor and Stuart began interviewing him for a bio but Jelly died before it could be written.*”

**BOB KOESTER**

**“It’s too bad Stuart didn’t start his label earlier. Jelly Roll Morton was a regular visitor and Stuart began interviewing him for a bio but Jelly died before it could be written.”**

---

HOT JAZZ FOR SALE: HOLLYWOOD’S JAZZ MAN RECORD SHOP by Cary Ginell

So why should you read a book about a record shop? Even a jazz record shop that had a label? Maybe I can convince you.

Most jazz fans know about the Commodore Record Shop begetting an important jazz label that issued Billie Holiday’s classic Strange Fruit. They might even know that Prestige, Dial and other important labels came from record shops, as did Jazz Record Mart’s Delmark.

Hot Jazz For Sale: Hollywood’s Jazz Man Record Shop (by Cary Ginell) isn’t just about a store. It relates significant events in jazz history.

Dave Stuart opened the JMRS in 1939 to sell only classic jazz in an era when big band swing was America’s pop music... In fact he refused to stock the swing bands’ records, selling second hand 78’s of early jazz and the very few reissues that were then available.

It’s too bad Stuart didn’t start his label earlier. Jelly Roll Morton was a regular visitor and Stuart began interviewing him for a bio but Jelly died before it could be written. He also began to promote a west coast version of John Hammond’s Spirituals To Swing concerts.

Orson Welles hung out at the JMRS and got Stuart on the RKO payroll to help organize extensive jazz for his fourth (sadly unfinished) RKO film. When he did start his label he began the trad revival by recording the Lu Watters band from San Francisco, giving Bob Scobey, Turk Murphy and Clancy Hayes their first discographical break. This was followed by a trip to New Orleans to record Bunk Johnson with George Lewis et al. Other sides were then available.

So, Dave Stuart made many contributions with his shop and label, which continued after him into the ’60s. On a visit to Los Angeles I dropped in on Lester Koenig at Contemporary Records. Next door to CR was the Dave Stuart Gallery. I should have met him.

This is a privately-published book so there probably will be no remainders. But...

The House That Trane Built - The Story of Impulse Records (Ashley Kahn, Granta Books, London) is also available from JRM for $8.99. It’s basically the story of Creed Taylor, who brought his experience at Bethlehem records into ABC-Paramount’s label and kicking off Impulse.

Then Bob Thiele moved from Decca to ABC-Impulse when Taylor departed. It also deals with Thiele’s earlier Signature and other labels dating back to Jazz Man days. (Did you know that Thiele reissued Ma Rainey and Henry Brown Paramounts in the very early ’40s?)

---
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*West Side Soul* was chosen by Living Blues magazine as one of it’s top ten Desert Island Blues Discs. The new Digipak case contains photos and 1960s pluggers (promoting west side gigs) from the private collection of Bill Lindemann. The source material for the CD is the original 1967 analog stereo mix by Stu Black who recorded many of Delmark’s classic 1960s blues and jazz recordings.
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**Clarence Johnson** *Low Down Papa* Delmark 813

Some of the rarest hot piano solos ever made! These performances were originally recorded in Chicago during the mid to late 1920s by the Capitol Music Roll Company and issued as nickelodeon piano rolls.
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Orson Welles hung out at the JMRS and got Stuart on the RKO payroll to help organize extensive jazz for his fourth (sadly unfinished) RKO film. When he did start his label he began the trad revival by recording the Lu Watters band from San Francisco, giving Bob Scobey, Turk Murphy and Clancy Hayes their first discographical break. This was followed by a trip to New Orleans to record Bunk Johnson with George Lewis et al. Other sides were then available.

So, Dave Stuart made many contributions with his shop and label, which continued after him into the ’60s. On a visit to Los Angeles I dropped in on Lester Koenig at Contemporary Records. Next door to CR was the Dave Stuart Gallery. I should have met him.

This is a privately-published book so there probably will be no remainders. But...

The House That Trane Built - The Story of Impulse Records (Ashley Kahn, Granta Books, London) is also available from JRM for $8.99. It’s basically the story of Creed Taylor, who brought his experience at Bethlehem records into ABC-Paramount’s label and kicking off Impulse.

Then Bob Thiele moved from Decca to ABC-Impulse when Taylor departed. It also deals with Thiele’s earlier Signature and other labels dating back to Jazz Man days. (Did you know that Thiele reissued Ma Rainey and Henry Brown Paramounts in the very early ’40s?)
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**Magic Sam** *West Side Soul* Delmark 615

*West Side Soul* was chosen by Living Blues magazine as one of it’s top ten Desert Island Blues Discs. The new Digipak case contains photos and 1960s pluggers (promoting west side gigs) from the private collection of Bill Lindemann. The source material for the CD is the original 1967 analog stereo mix by Stu Black who recorded many of Delmark’s classic 1960s blues and jazz recordings.

**Graná Louise** *Gettin’ Kinda Rough!* Delmark 812

Her deep, rich voice belts out the kind of raw, gut blues that makes your spine tingle and heart ache. CD combines studio and live recordings, brand new original songs and covers that have been personalized so as to make them her own.

**Ernest Dawkins** *The Prairie Prophet* Delmark 598

The New Horizons Ensemble, “a band with an uncommon versatility that erupts into new music bursts of dissonance and color. This band can enlighten an audience while enthraling it.” - Chicago Tribune.

**Clarence Johnson** *Low Down Papa* Delmark 813

Some of the rarest hot piano solos ever made! These performances were originally recorded in Chicago during the mid to late 1920s by the Capitol Music Roll Company and issued as nickelodeon piano rolls.
ESSENTIAL CDs FOR ANY JAZZ & BLUES COLLECTION!

Classic Titles at a Killer Price!

Choose any of these titles for $8.99

**MILES DAVIS**
- Somethin' Else
  - Columbia 65682
- Miles Smiles
  - Columbia 65682
- Out To Lunch
  - Blue Note 88793
- Somethin' Else - with Miles Davis
  - Blue Note 95329

**ERIC DOLPHY**
- Out To Lunch
  - Blue Note 88793

**CANNONBALL ADDERLEY**
- Somethin' Else - with Miles Davis
  - Blue Note 95329

**HANK MOBLEY**
- No Room For Squares
  - Blue Note 24539

**THELONIOUS MONK**
- Brilliant Corners
  - Riverside 30501

**WES MONTGOMERY**
- The Incredible Jazz Guitar
  - Riverside 30790

**SONNY ROLLINS**
- Saxophone Colossus
  - Prestige 8105

**SAM COOKE W/ THE SOUL STIRRERS**
- Profile
  - Specialty 30058

**SKIP JAMES**
- Devil Got My Woman
  - Vanguard 79273

**BB KING**
- Live at the Cook County Jail
  - MCA 11769

**SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON**
- His Best
  - Chess 9377

**GIL EVANS**
- Out of the Cool
  - Impulse B0009783

**CAL TIJADER**
- Monterey Concerts – Prestige 24026

**MORE ESSENTIAL BLUES**

**ALBERT KING**
- I'll Play the Blues for You
  - Stax 8513

**MUDDY WATERS**
- at Newport
  - Chess 088112525

**SISTER ROSETTA THARPE**
- The Gospel of the Blues
  - MCA B000533

**JUNIOR WELLS**
- Coming At You
  - Vanguard 79262

**ELLIE FITZGERALD & LOUIS ARMSTRONG**
- Parry & Bess – Verve B0009790

**STAN GETZ W/ THE OSCAR PETERSON TRIO**
- Jazz Giants ’58 – Verve B0010793

**KING PLEASE SINGS / ANNIE ROSS SINGS**
- OJC 217

**FRANZ KOGLMANN & LEE KONITZ**
- We Thought About Duke – Hatonology 543 (Limited)

**MYRA MELFORD’S EXTENDED ENSEMBLE**
- Even the Sounds Shine – Hatonology 591 (Limited)

**MATTHEW SHIPP STRING TRIO**
- Expansion, Power, Release w/ Mat Maneri, William Parker – Hatonology 558 (LTD)

**CANNONBALL ADDERLEY**, *Mercy, Mercy, Mercy*
- Capitol 29915

**JOHN COLTRANE & JOHNNY HARMAN**
- Impulse B0010796

**DANIELE D’AGARO**, Strandjutters w/ Ernst Glerum & Han Bennink – Hatonology 590 (Limited)

**DUKE ELLINGTON & COLEMAN HAWKINS**
- Impulse B0009778

**ELLERY ESKELIN**, Forms w/ Drew Gress & Phil Haynes – Hatonology 592 (Limited)

Sale prices good through 1/31/11
From the 1910s through the 1920s, a stretch of South State Street in Chicago, from 26th Street to 39th Street was called “The Stroll”. The Street was crowded with movie theaters, dance halls, cabarets, music stores, record stores and music publishers. At that time it was acknowledged the home of Hot Jazz and the Blues in Chicago. Also a predominant landmark of the neighborhood was the massive and legendary Mecca flats apartment building, and behind it the castle-like buildings of the Armour Institute of Technology.

By the end of World War II the neighborhood had greatly deteriorated. Plans were underway, however, to raze the entire area for the construction of a gigantic housing complex, called StateWay Gardens, plus a new campus for the now Illinois Institute of Technology.

Between 1945 and 1949, however, there were still remnants of the old sporting life left, albeit at a lower economic and entertainment level. Old movie houses had closed or were showing only second run movies. The old Vendome Theater, famous in jazz history, was used for storage and was scheduled to be torn down. A few garages under the State Street El, still housed horses and wagons for Black vendors who still sold coal in Winter, watermelon in Summer or bought scrap metal and paper off season. Occasionally a dead horse was still found under the “El” tracks.

The only entertaining street sounds, over the sound of the noisy “El” cars, now was an occasional cripple or beggar, sitting on an orange crate playing a guitar or harmonica, or on occasion, the old eccentric “Chicken Man” might appear with his pet dancing chicken, chanting, “No dime, no show”. Down the street there was still a bare store front record shop in what was once a café. It was then the sound coming from the back was that of mechanical coin counters used by a policy bank.

On a hot night, one might hear the sound of a blues tune played on the radio, coming from an open window in a rundown apartment above a closed store front. In the background one could hear the honk of a jitney cab cruising the neighborhood with a girl and a red dome light in the back seat.

As a young student who was a lover of jazz music, there was some glimmer of fulfillment in the resurgence of Jazz music then taking place three miles North in the Chicago Loop. Most of the jazz music activities centered on West Randolph Street. They were fueled by articles published in Downbeat and Esquire magazines by jazz critics, George Hoefer and Paul Eduard Miller. Also on the radio was the legendary Dave Garroway and his Eleven-Sixty show on WMAQ-AM. Jazz music venues at the time included the old Blue Note, the Brass Rail, the Garrick Hall, and the Chicago, State Lake and Oriental Theaters. On the near north side a new Hot Club of Chicago was organized at the Moose Lodge at 1016 N. Dearborn.

To a socially aware student going to school and working at the Illinois Institute of Technology, it was apparent that a big cultural change was going to take place in the history of the Bronzeville community and the history of Chicago culture. Artifacts of this culture would soon be gone. Already portable wire recorders and tape recorders were being used to record on the spot musical performances. As a hobby, I myself had purchased a Webster wire recorder and was regularly recording Sunday afternoon performances of bands appearing at the Blue Note. The problem still existed, however, for collecting recorded performances by pioneer jazz musicians who had played in the area years earlier.

A satisfactory solution presented itself with the discovery of the old Catholic Salvage Bureau near 35th and Indiana Avenue, within walking distance of IIT. In the center of this large store were several 4X8 tables, piled high with used 78rpm jazz and blues recordings on almost every commercial or race label that had circulated on the South Side between WWI and WWII. All were for sale of $0.05 to $0.10 each.

There were so many records, some sort of standard had to be established to sort good historical records from the corn-ball or “Micky Mouse” stuff. Fortunately there were several large secondhand bookstores on South La Salle Street in the Loop, I soon found a copy of Hot Discography by Charles Delaunay which became my basic checklist. Knowledge of race labels and racial blues, however, had to come by manually sorting through the piles and records of tables.

New used records were added to the Catholic Salvage Bureau sales tables almost every week. I made it a habit of regularly stopping by on my lunch hour, when I had extra lunch money in my pocket. Also, on occasion, I would tour the Bronzeville neighborhood on a Saturday for thrift stores that might have old records. These excursions were very interesting and I met many people who were interested in or participated in the Jazz and Blues scene, as was I. The only problem I had was an occasional policeman who was wondering what I was doing, wandering around in a poor Black neighborhood.

Occasionally I found a cache of gems in some small rundown store, and did not have enough money, at the time, to purchase them. I had to learn not to reveal my findings to another collector. On one occasion I found a stack of pristine rare recordings by the New Orleans Wanderers, and did not have enough change on hand to buy them. I told Dr. S. I. Hayakawa who was then a Professor at IIT and also a collector. As soon as I was given, he rushed out and bought the records for twice the price I had negotiated with the store keeper.

After receiving my degree at IIT, I left Chicago to work as a Librarian at several colleges, industry and the Federal Government. I took the collection with me, but I usually was unable to find people who were interested or enjoyed early Chicago Jazz and Blues. Young people were now into Bop. Older academic people were interested in Classical Music or at best “Smooth” Jazz. It was in the early 1960’s, however, when I was working in Washington, D.C., that I met an archivist at the Library Of Congress who was interested in expanding their Blues Collection. He persuaded me to donate a large part of my collection to them, They gratefully wrote a story about the gift in the Library of Congress Bulletin.

The remainder of the collection stayed with me until I settled in Indiana. Over the years, the technology of music recording has changed drastically, and 78rpm records are obsolete and difficult to restore without expensive and sophisticated electronic equipment. There are only a few selective collectors of original Hot Jazz and early Blues recordings left to appreciate this type of music in its original physical form. I was lucky to find Bob Koester who now has the collection. The collection is now in appreciative hands. Peace!

Robert J. Havlik, Emeritus Librarian, University of Notre Dame, South Bend, Indiana
THESE LISTINGS ARE CD FORMAT, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. SELECTIONS IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER:

- JOSH BERMAN, Sunrooms
  - DELMARK 593 $14.99
- JASON ADASIWCZ, Sunrooms
  - DELMARK 593 $14.99
- JOHN CARTER/BOBBY BRADFORD, (Self Titled) MOSAIC SELECT 036 $49.99 (3 CDS)
- JEB BISHOP TRIO, 2009 BETTER ANIMAL 1 $15.99
- KEFFE JACKSON QUARTET, Seeing You
  - CLEAN FEED 176 $17.99
- THE ENGINES, Wire and Brass
  - OKKA DISK 12079 $14.99
- HENRY THREADGILL ZOOID, This Brings Us To, Vol. 2
  - PI 36 REG $16.99
- PINETOP PERKINS & WILLIE “BIG EYES” JONES
  - DELMARK 811 $14.99
- JIMMIE VAUGHAN, Plays Blues, Ballads & Favorites
  - SHOUT FACTORY 31210 $17.99
- JUNIOR WELLS & THE ACES, Live in Boston 1966
  - DELMARK 809 $14.99
- BILL CARROTHERS, Joy Spring
  - PIROUET 3046 $18.99
- DAVID HUMPHRIES
- JASON MORAN, Ten
  - BLUE NOTE 57186 $17.99
- JASON ADASIWCZ, Sun Rooms
  - DELMARK 593 $14.99
- JEB BISHOP TRIO, 2009 BETTER ANIMAL 1 $15.99
- GEOF BRADFIELD, African Flowers
  - ORIGIN 82572 REG $16.99 R&N SPECIAL $12.99!
- TOM RAINEY, Pool School
  - CLEANFEED 185 $18.99
- RUDRESH MAHANTHAPPA & BUNKY GREEN, Apex
  - PI 35 REG $16.99 R&N SPECIAL $13.99!
- MATT WILSON, Christmas Tree-O
  - PALMETTO 2144 $16.99
- JANG BEE YOO, This Brings Us To, Vol. 2
  - PI 36 REG $16.99
- OTIS REDDING, Complete Mythology
  - HIP-O SELECT B0009473 $79.99 (7 CD SET - LIMITED EDITION)
- STEVE MARSICO,
- JASON ADASIWCZ, Sun Rooms
  - DELMARK 593 $14.99
- THE ENGINES, Wire and Brass
  - OKKA DISK 12079 $14.99
- MIKE REED’S LOOSE ASSEMBLY
  - (with Roscoe Mitchell), Empathetic Parts
  - 482 1074 $16.99
- FULL BLAST AND FRIENDS, Crumbling Brain
  - OKKA DISK $19.99 (VINYL ONLY)
- PETER BRÖTZMANN CHICAGO TENTET
  - 3 Nights in Oslo SMALL TOWN SUPER JAZZ $46.99 (5 DISCS)
- KEEFE JACKSON, Seeing You
  - CLEAN FEED 176 $17.99
- INSTANT COMPOSERS POOL, ICP ORCHESTRA
  - ICP 049 $24.99
- VOX ARCANA, Aerial Age
  - ALLOS DOCUMENTS 004 $15.99
- SUN RA, Sunset in Different Dimensions
  - HATOLOGY 698 $19.99
CD SPECIALS: $7.99 (3 for $20) or as marked

These are bargains at greatly reduced prices, but we also carry numerous budget CD lines which we don’t have space to list.
NEW JAZZ & BLUES CDs & DVD FROM DELMARK

Available Now!

James Kinds Love You from the Top CD DE 811
Bluesman James Kinds was born in Drew, Mississippi in 1943. He moved to Chicago in 1959 and quickly got involved in music. He hung out at blues clubs on the west side and formed his first group, Oasis, in 1967. He recorded “Ada” in the mid-’70s for Cloud 9 and it’s still James’ show-stopping closer which he sang at the 2007 Chicago Blues Festival. In 1982, Oasis issued West Side featuring guests Barkin’ Bill, Eddie “Jewtown” Burks, Jimmy Dawkins and Hink Linkchain. In 1993 James drove his daughter to Dubuque, Iowa for college, saw some wonderful real estate opportunities and moved there. Since then he has continued to play the blues, issue three CDs and maintain a Chicago presence by visiting and performing here often. This is James’ first Delmark CD. With special guest Eddie Shaw. CD: $14.99

Studebaker John’s Maxwell Street Kings That’s The Way You Do Delmark CD DE 810
Maxwell Street Kings pay homage to the early days of Chicago Blues, to a time when the open air market on Maxwell Street rang with the blues sound of street musicians; when musical giants like Howlin’ Wolf, Muddy Waters, Hound Dog Taylor, Little Walter, Elmore James, and JB Hutto could be heard in steamy clubs on the city’s south and west sides; and when the Chicago Blues of Chess Records ruled the air waves. Maxwell Street Kings capture the spirit of that era when Chicago Blues were raw, primal, and oh so vital. A prolific songwriter, Studebaker John’s compositions have been covered by many other artists and his recordings have appeared in films and on television. Studebaker John on vocals, guitar, harp; Rick Kreher on guitar and Steve Cushing on drums. Contains 15 new Studebaker John songs. CD: $14.99

John Burnett Orch. Down For Double Delmark CD DE 596
With guest artists Buddy DeFranco. 9 of the 12 tracks were recorded live in the Chicagoland area last year. The John Burnett Orchestra specializes in forties style big band swing and jazz charts. John hails from England and attended the Royal Academy of Music. He is currently morning host of an exciting jazz radio show on WDCB, Public Radio from the College of DuPage, IL. In a review of Burnett’s previous Delmark CD Matthew Allen wrote: “Each of the 16 compositions was performed with the animated charm and confidence of past iconic jazz orchestras and yet they all have a new shine on them.” - Elmore “In The Mood”, One O’Clock Jump”, “In A Mellow Tone” and nine more songs. Also available: West of State Street/East of Harlem (Delmark 584). CD: $14.99

Mikrokolektyw Dew Point Delmark DVD 1597
Raymond Salvatore Harmon, producer of Mikrokolektyw Delmark debut Revisit, returned to Wroclaw, Poland to capture this intimate live performance of avant duo Mikrokolektyw at the legendary Polish film studios Wytwórnia Filmów Fabularnych in April of 2010. Dew Point places the material of “Revisit” into the performance setting, expanding their tunes into improvised forms, playing as the soundtrack to director Harmon’s film Sound in Motion. Mikrokolektyw’s electronics driven compositions become more acoustic, the dynamic of each song expanded and explored. Visually the DVD provides a lush and atmospheric backdrop in which the band plays out against rich colors touched with interludes of abstraction from the film they accompany. DVD includes 5.1 surround sound, PCM Stereo, plus the film Sound in Motion. DVD: $24.99
Perfect for Gift Giving! The items in each set are available individually for the marked price, or receive a multiple purchase discount by ordering the entire set! Choose from these sets:

**COMBO 1**
1) *Making the Scene – Contemporary New York City Big Band Jazz*  
   by Alex Stewart  [SOFT COVER BOOK - REG $9.95]
2) *Vanguard Jazz Orchestra, Monday Night at the Village Vanguard*  
   PLANET ARTS 105084  [REG $16.99 (2 CD SET)]

Combo 1 Price: Just **$20.00**!

**COMBO 2**
1) *Thelonious Monk – The Life & Times of an American Original*  
   by Robin D.G. Kelley  [HARD BACK BOOK - REG $19.99]
2) *Thelonious Monk, Live in ’66 DVD Jazz Icons*  
   [REG $20.99]

Combo 2 Price: Just **$30.00**!

**COMBO 3**
1) *The Velvet Lounge; On Late Chicago Jazz (Fred Anderson)*  
   by Gerald Majer  [HARD BACK BOOK - REG $14.99]
2) *Fred Anderson and Hamid Drake, From the River To the Ocean*  
   [REG $14.99]

Combo 3 Price: Just **$20.00**!

**COMBO 4**
1) *Running the Voodoo Down – The Electric Music of Miles Davis*  
   by Philip Freeman  [SOFT COVER BOOK - REG $14.95]
2) *Miles Davis, Dark Magus*  
   [CD - REG $19.99]

Combo 4 Price: Just **$25.00**!

**COMBO 5**
1) *Chasin’ the Bird; The Life & Legacy of Charlie Parker*  
   by Brian Priestley  [SOFT COVER BOOK - REG $12.95]
2) *“Bird Lives” T-shirt* (please specify size: M-L-XL; add $2 for XXL)  
   [REG $22.00]

Combo 5 Price: Just **$25.00**!

---

(800) 684-3480 TOLL FREE  
(312) 222-1467 IN CHICAGO

Sale prices good through 1/31/11

---

...Add any one of these items for stocking stuffers for just $10!

R CRUMB’S CLASSIC BLUES AND EARLY JAZZ CARD SET  
Available again!!!  
Reg. $10.95 each

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT JAZZ? A jazz quiz deck of informative cards. Fun for all!  
Reg. Just $10.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD SPECIALS: $7.99 / 3 for $20 (or as marked)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blues: Traditional Blues From The Heartland</strong> Rev. Gary, MS John, Patton, Furry, Blind Lemon &amp; Willie. <strong>ARS 67852</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chicago Blues Harmonicas</strong> Sonny Boy, Snooky Prior, Little Willie Foster. Paula 07 $13.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chicago Blues of the 1950s John Brim, Sunnyland,Magic Sam, Oe.Shorty. Paula 22</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chicago Piano 1951-58 Sunnyland, Memphis Slim, Eddie Boyd, Little Bro. Paula 15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classic Blues Vol. 2</strong> 16 tracks: Fulsom, T-Bone, Hopkins, BB,Frost,Tina. Ronn8008 <strong>Great Blues From The Depression: Ball &amp; Chain Wolf, Lightnin', Muddy. Big Mama, Bo Black Cat 33</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Great Blues From The Depression: Working...On Chain Gang Wolf, Hopkins, Hurt, Etta, Otis Rush Black Cat 32</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PATTERSON SINGERS** Songs of Faith/My Prayer 2 ips on 1 cd Collectables7224 **Lord's Prayer / The Soul Of... 2 ips on 1 CD Collectables 7225** |

**STAPLE SINGERS** Swing Low (1961 Vee Jay) Collectables 7151 **Swing Low Sweet Chariot (1963 VeeJay) Collectables 7132** |

**VARIOUS ARTISTS** Memphis Gospel Quarter Heritage V.1 Harmonizers, Writers, Holy Ghost, Harps, Spirit, Pattersonaires High Water 6516 **Queens of Gospel w/Clara Ward, Caravans,Meditation Singers MusicClub 50194** Salute To The Caravans CDOL 0004 **COMEDY CDs** GREGORY,DICK. Talks Turkey (1962 Vee Jay) Collectables 7163 **VARIOUS** Traf English salute to the art of crepitation. Breeze-Way 1000 $3.99 **RHYTHM & BLUES CDs** BERRY, CHUCK. Duck Walkin' 19 tracks! Blitz 306 **BROWN, JAMES Live In Concert hits at Chastian Park, Georgia ARM 40209** **BUTLER, JERRY The Ice Man.** **CARTER, CLARENCE I Couldn't Refuse Ronn 8010** **CATS & THE FIDDLE We Will Swing For You 1939-1940 Fabulous 191** We Cats Will Swing For You 1940-41 Fabulous 196 **We Cats Will Swing For You 1941-48 Fabulous 263** **DIDDLER, BO Hey Bo Diddley Blitz 327** **FLOYD, EDDIE Stax Profiles** 15 tracks picked by Dan Ackroyd Stax 8616 **KING, ALBERT Stax Profiles** Stevie Ray Vaughan, Phil Upchurch Stax8622 **KING,BOBBY & TERRY EVANS Rhythm,Blues,Soul&Droves Rounder2101 $8.99** **LITTLE RICHARD A Wop Bop A Loop Bop "Sally", "Molly", "Suzy", & Snoop** Black Cat 087 **THOMAS, RUFUS Stax Profiles** 12 tracks picked by Roger Armstrong Stax 8620 **VARIOUS ARTISTS Godfathers Of Soul.** top 10 hits at James Brown, Jarreau, Sledge, Gaye, more Bayberry 28742 **Doo Wop Classics** Dominoes, Drifters, Carols, Moonglow... K-Tel 50033 **Doo Wop Days** Platters, Coasters, Crests, Crystals Vinyl Collection 14602 History of R&B V.1 top 10s: Ray Charles,Sam&Dave,Fats,Mahalia Bayberry78582 Vol.2-Soul top 10 hits by Pendergrass, Aretha, Leadbelly, more Bayberry78592 **Super Soul Legende Vol.1 w/Cicero Blake, Aaron Neville, Jimmy Reid Jewel 5019 Vol.2 Clarence Carter, Little Johnny Taylor, Toussaint McCall Jewel 5020 Vol.3 Johnny Taylor, Tina Turner, African Music Machine Jewel 5021** |

**HOLIDAY MUSIC**

**CD SALE**

- **ELLA FITZGERALD**
  - Wishes You a Swinging Christmas VERE #65086 - REG $12.99 **SALE $8.99**
  - Merry Christmas VERE #7623 - $12.99 SALE $8.99
  - Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas VERE #7674 - $12.99 SALE $8.99

- **DAVE BRUECKE'S Christmas**
  - TELARC #83410 - REG $18.99 **SALE $11.99**

- **MAHLIA JACKSON**
  - Christmas With Mahalia SONY #9727 - REG $9.99 **SALE $6.99**

- **JIMMY SMITH**
  - Christmas '64 VERE B2835 **REG $12.99** **SALE $8.99**

- **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Big Band Christmas 13 tx w/Les Brown w/ Doris Day, Red Norvo w/Pearl Bailey, Artie Shaw, Tex Beneke, etc. COLUMBIA #40948 - $9.99 SALE $6.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Have Yourself A Jazzy Little Christmas 15 tx w/Oscar Peterson, Ella Fitzgerald, Bill Evans, Mel Torme, etc. VERE #84601 - $12.99 SALE $8.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - A Wop Bop A Loop Bop "Sally", "Molly", "Suzy", & more Bayberry 28742 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Have Yourself A Jazzy Little Christmas 13 tx w/Oscar Peterson, Ella Fitzgerald, Bill Evans, Mel Torme, etc. VERE #84601 - $12.99 SALE $8.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Christmas Jazz 14 tx w/ Ella, Ramsey, Louis, Dinah, Oscar, Mel, etc. VERE EVIDENCE #26118 $11.99 SALE $8.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Have Yourself A Jazzy Little Christmas 13 tx w/Oscar Peterson, Ella Fitzgerald, Bill Evans, Mel Torme, etc. VERE #84601 - $12.99 SALE $8.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Swing Low Sweet Charlotte - 14 tx w/ Ella, Ramsey, Louis, Dinah, Oscar, Mel, etc. VERE EVIDENCE #26118 $11.99 SALE $8.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Jingle Bell Swing - 14 tx w/ Duke Ellington, Heitie Hancock, Benny Goodman, Miles Davis, etc. COLUMBIA 45990 - $12.99 SALE $9.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Swingin Christmas Party! 13 tracks w/Glenn Miller, Tommy Dorsey, Claude Thornhill, Fats Waller, etc 13 tx COLUMBIA #63974 - $9.99 SALE $6.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Blue Christmas w/ Michael Burks, Tommy Castro, Otis Rush, Charlie Musselwhite, Son Seals, and many more! EVIDENCE #62118 $16.99 SALE $12.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Christmas With Mahalia SONY #9727 - REG $12.99 **SALE $5.99**

- **KENNY BURRELL & THE BAND OF GYPSIES…**
  - Jingle Bell Swing - 14 tx w/ Duke Ellington, Heitie Hancock, Benny Goodman, Miles Davis, etc. COLUMBIA 45990 - $12.99 SALE $9.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Jingle Bell Swing - 14 tx w/ Duke Ellington, Heitie Hancock, Benny Goodman, Miles Davis, etc. COLUMBIA 45990 - $12.99 SALE $9.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Swingin Christmas Party! 13 tracks w/Glenn Miller, Tommy Dorsey, Claude Thornhill, Fats Waller, etc 13 tx COLUMBIA #63974 - $9.99 SALE $6.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Blue Christmas w/ Michael Burks, Tommy Castro, Otis Rush, Charlie Musselwhite, Son Seals, and many more! EVIDENCE #62118 $16.99 SALE $12.99 **VARIOUS ARTISTS**
  - Christmas With Mahalia SONY #9727 - REG $12.99 **SALE $5.99**

...and how’s this for an oddity?

**JIMI HENDRIX & THE BAND OF GYPSIES…**


This list is just a small portion of the selection we carry. If you're interested in other titles not listed here, give us a call at 1-800-684-3480 and we'll see if it's in stock. Inventory is limited! Please list alternates.
BIG CASSETTES: $2.99  (5 for $10) or as marked

Cassettes: $2.99 (5 for $10) or as marked

JAZZ Cassettes - Mainstream & Beyond

- Adams, George: More Sightings (Milestone 9154)
- Azimuth: Spectrum (Milestone 9134)
- Baker, Chet: With Fifty Italian Strings (OJC 5492)
- Bellson, Louie: Cool, Cool, Blue (Pablo 898)
- Birdland Stars: 1959 Phil Woods: Dorham, Hank Jones, Cohn, Kenny Clarke (RCA 4283)
- Breakstone, Joshua: Echoes & Pepper Adams, Kenny Barron: Contemporary 14025
- Quartet: Self-Portrait in Swing (Contemporary 14050)
- TriO: By 9 By 3 (Contemporary 14062)
- Bromberg, Brian: A New Day (Black Hawk 524)
- Brown, Donald: Send One Your Love (Muse 5479)
- Bryant, Ray: Golden Earrings (EmArcy 836368)
- Cables, George: By George: Plays George Gershwin (Contemporary 14030)
- Campbell, John: Turning Point with Clark Terry, Jay Anderson, Joel Spencer (Contemporary 14061)
- Carter, Ron: Pastels (OJC 5655)
- Hanks, John: Sadao Watanabe/Tony Williams: Carnival (Galaxy 5144)
- Carvin, Michael: Between Me and You (RCA 5307)
- Casiopea: Zoom (Milestone 9133)
- Charles, Ted: Live at The Verona Jazz Fest, 1988 (Solo 11218)
- Cole, Rich: HANK CRAWFORD QUINTET: Bossa International (Milestone 9180)
- Coryell, Lanny: Shining Hour with Kenny Barron, Buster Williams, Market: Smith (Muse 5360)
- Counge, Curtis: Vol. I: Landslide with Harold Land, Carl Perkins, Jack Sheldon, Frank Butler (OJC 5606)
- CRANDALL, Rick: Solo Travel: Piano Sketches (Ensemble 1031)
- Crawford, Hank: Night Beat (Milestone 9186)
- Portrait: Milestone 9192
- Jimmy McGriff: On the Blue Side (Milestone 9177)

TRADITIONAL JAZZ Cassettes

- Bilk, Acker: Plays Lennon & McCartney (ASV 5123)
- Catering, Matt: New Zealand Youth Jazz Orchestra (OJC 5670)
- DIRK, BILL: Count Orchestra ECHOJAZZ 03
- Berrigan, Bunny: The Complete...(RCA 90439)
- Gordon, Gray: Night Mood (Milestone 9134)
- Jordan, Sheila: Welcome To The Club: Performance 811 (Milestone 9145)
- Murphy, Mark: Recorded In Person at The Trident (Polygram 519967)
- Terry, Jody De Franco (Chicago Fire): Contemporary 14036
- Turner, Joe/Milt Jackson/Roy Eldridge (Spectrum): Milestone 9133
- Lundy, Carmen: Good Morning Kiss (Blackhawk 523)
- Martin, Freddy: Our Love: Performance 811 (Milestone 9145)
- Murphy, Mark: Night Mood (Milestone 9145)
- September Ballade with Larry Coryell & Art Farmer (Milestone 9154)
- Patterson, Michael: After The Rain (MP 2)
- PRIMA, Louis: Collector's Series (Capitol 94072)
- Stewart, Bob: HANK JONES: Welcome To The Club: Mel Lewis, Michael Moore, Frank Weiss: WVC 4011
- Turner, Joe: MILT JACKSON/ROY ELDRIDGE: Nobody In Mind (Pablo 52310-760)
- Various Artists: Capitol Sings Broadway (Capitol Sings/Plays Jazz / Hollywood: Capitol 29384)
- Vivace, John: With Fifty Italian Strings (Capitol Sings/Plays Jazz / Hollywood: Capitol 29384)
- HENDRICKS, Jon: Recorded In Person at The Trident (Polygram 31451005)
- Hoffman, Hinda: You Are There (No Label)
- Jordan, Sheila: One For Junior (Muse 5489)
- Lincoln, ABBEY & HANK JONES: When There Is Love (Polygram 519967)
- Lundy, Carmen: Good Morning Kiss (Blackhawk 523)
- Martin, Freddy: Our Love: Performance 811 (Milestone 9145)
- Murphy, Mark: Night Mood (Milestone 9145)
- September Ballade with Larry Coryell & Art Farmer (Milestone 9154)
- Patterson, Michael: After The Rain (MP 2)
- Just A Little Lovin': MP 2
- PRIMA, Louis: Collector's Series: Capitol 94072 ($4.99)
- STEWART, BOB: HANK JONES: Welcome To The Club: Mel Lewis, Michael Moore, Frank Weiss: WVC 4011
- Turner, Joe: MILT JACKSON/ROY ELDRIDGE: Nobody In Mind (Pablo 52310-760)
- Various Artists: Capitol Sings Broadway: Jazz singers / show tunes (Capitol Sings/Plays Jazz / Hollywood: Capitol 29384)
- Vivace, John: With Fifty Italian Strings (Capitol Sings/Plays Jazz / Hollywood: Capitol 29384)
- HENDRICKS, Jon: Recorded In Person at The Trident (Polygram 31451005)
- Hoffman, Hinda: You Are There (No Label)
- Jordan, Sheila: One For Junior (Muse 5489)
- Lincoln, ABBEY & HANK JONES: When There Is Love (Polygram 519967)
- Lundy, Carmen: Good Morning Kiss (Blackhawk 523)
- Martin, Freddy: Our Love: Performance 811 (Milestone 9145)
- Murphy, Mark: Night Mood (Milestone 9145)
- September Ballade with Larry Coryell & Art Farmer (Milestone 9154)
- Patterson, Michael: After The Rain (MP 2)
- Just A Little Lovin’: MP 2
- PRIMA, Louis: Collector’s Series: Capitol 94072 ($4.99)
- STEWART, BOB: HANK JONES: Welcome To The Club: Mel Lewis, Michael Moore, Frank Weiss: WVC 4011
- Turner, Joe: MILT JACKSON/ROY ELDRIDGE: Nobody In Mind (Pablo 52310-760)
- Various Artists: Capitol Sings Broadway: Jazz singers / show tunes (Capitol Sings/Plays Jazz / Hollywood: Capitol 29384)
- Vivace, John: With Fifty Italian Strings (Capitol Sings/Plays Jazz / Hollywood: Capitol 29384)
MARTIN, SKIP
Fresh Sounds (imports)  542  $9.99

FLORENCE, BOB Orch.

ELLINGTON, DUKE

LAWRENCE, ELLIOT

JAMES, HARRY

FERGUSON, MAYNARD

HAYMES, JOE

GERALDO

 GOODMAN, BENNY

HENDERSON, WOODY

LOPEZ, VINCENT / ABE LYMAN

Krupa, GENE

KENTON, STAN FAMOUS ALUMNI OF

DUNHAM, SONNY

HOPKINS, CLAUDE

HENDERSON, FLETCHER

KRUPA, GENE

KENTON, STAN FAMOUS ALUMNI OF

ELLINGTON, MERCER

HENDERSON, FLETCHER

HOPKINS, CLAUDE

HENDERSON, FLETCHER

BOYD, KAY

HAYMES, JOE

HENDERSON, FLETCHER

HENDERSON, FLETCHER

HAYMES, JOE

HAYMES, JOE

HAYMES, JOE

QVOCAL JAZZ LPs

ANDREWS, ERNIE

Sing From The Heart’ w/ Benny Burrell, Red Holloway, Harry Sweats Edison. Discovery 825 $8.99

BENNION, TONY

Sings “Life Is Beautiful”. Import 1512 $11.99

BOSWELL, CONNEE

Swing Classics From The Air The Ar 1935, 1936, 1941 Totem 1025 $8.99

BOYD, KAY

First Shot w/ George Coleman, Harold Mabern Spotlite 24 $1.99

CHARLES, RAY


CHRYSTY, JUNE

His Orchestra Live At The Savoy, 1943, 1944-45 Joyce1101 $5.99

CHRYSTY, JUNE & STAN KONAS

Swing Classics From The Air The Ar 1935, 1936, 1941 Totem 1025 $8.99

CD, KING NAT The Unleashed Nat Cole Capitol (English) 1279 $9.99

CROSBY, BING (qv Show Biz, page 34) All The Way (1958) Bluegold $1 8.99

3/25/40 & 4/29/40 w/Stacy,Eddie Miller, Butterfield,Faz,etc. Aircheck 17 $5.99

Bing And The Music Maids Spoken 21 $8.99

Bing In The 30’s bcdats from 1938, 1939 Spoken 12 $8.99

Bing In The 30’s Volume 36, 39, 39, 39 Spoken 14 $8.99

Bing In The 30’s Vol. 7 12/29/38 - 3/30/39 Spoken 28 $8.99


Broadcast Selections w/ Boris Karloff, Victor Moore Sootam -BR 4 $9.99

Dark Moon Magic (import) AWE7 $8.99

Der Bingle. Kraft Music Has Rhythm In It + vars.’42,’43 Spoken 05 $8.09

Distinctively Bing V1/9/28-33+Lennye Hayes,PatrizenSunbeam502 $8.99

Happy Holiday at Kraft Music Hall, 12/21/44 Spokane 06 $8.99

& His Special Guests w/T.D.,E.Merman, Teresa Brewer Antron-BR9000 $8.99

Holiday Inn 1-11-43 Program/ Bells Of St. Mary’s 10-16-47 Spokane15 $8.99

Is Back Philco Programs With Judy Garland Totem 1002 $1.99

Kraft Music Hall. w/Enote, Victor Borge,Mary Martin Spokane02 $8.99

Kraft Music Hall w/Spike Jones, Borge, Martin, Sabu,Reagan Spokane04 $8.99

Kraft Music Hall w/ Janet Blair,Jack Carson,Musics Mads ‘42 Spokane 10 $8.99

Kraft Music Hall 1/24/42 w/ Madeline Carroll,Borge, Martin Spokane 11 $8.99


Red Hot Broadcast w/ Judy Garland 6/13/37 Spokane 11 $8.99

Resident ON RPR 1947 Spokane 08 $8.99

Soft Lights & Sweet Music 1926-34 w/Whitman,other orch. Pelican14 $11.99


& AL JOLSON Golden Medley Duets Broadcast Tributes BR 3 $9.99

& DICK POWELL Live 19 tracks Wilm -BR 162 $9.99

& DOROTHY LAMOUR Sweethearts Of The Air -BR 250 $9.99

& FRANK SINATRA Warm & Wonderful! Ho Ho Ho -BR 1088 $8.99

& HOPALONG CASSIDY Bing & Hoppy Critter -BR 8901 $9.99

& JOAN BLONDELL She Loves Me Not 11/8/1937 Totem 1004 $8.99

& JOLSON, AL Bing In A 3/3/47 & 4/2/47 Totem 1003 $8.99

& JURDY GARLAND The Last Broadcast Tributes BR 5 $8.99

MCCONNELL, ROB & THE BOSS BRASS Again Vol II Pausa 7149 $5.99

The Jazz Album Pausa 7031 $5.99
Out Of Print Delmark CD Sale
$7.99 / $5.99 / $3.99 --- while supplies last

Bop Lives
55th Anniversary Collection
Delmark 910 • $3.99
Coleman Hawkins with
Dizzy Gillespie,
Sir Charles Thompson
with Charlie Parker,
Francine Griffin,
Babs Gonzales,
Jimmy Forrest,
Cecil Payne,
Donald Byrd.

Michael Coleman All-Stars
Blues Brunch at the Mart
+Willie Kent • DE785 • $7.99

Bobby Smith
That’s For Sure! • $7.99
Delmark 484 • Apollo Series

Women On United
Yes, Indeed! • $7.99
Delmark 554 • United Series

Pinney Brown / Eddie Mack
Hoot & Holler Sat. Night
Delmark 754 • Apollo • $7.99

Rich Corpolongo Quartet
Smiles
Delmark 502 • $7.99

Big DooWopper
All In The Joy
Delmark 742 • $7.99

Duke Henderson
Get Your Kicks! • $5.99
Delmark 668 • Apollo Series

Chicago’s Avant Today
55th Anniversary Collection
Delmark 911 • $3.99
Chicago Underground,
Malachi Thompson,
Ken Vandermark,
NRG Ensemble,
Ernest Dawkins,
Kahlil El’Zabar,
Jeff Parker.

Chris Woods
Modus Operandi
Delmark 437 • $7.99

Norrie Cox
Live at the Illiana • $7.99
+Butch Thompson • Delm 241

Jack McVea
McVee’s Central Ave.
Blues • Delmark 756 • $7.99

Brad Goode +Lin Halliday
Shock of the New
Delmark 440 • $5.99

Norrie Cox
Move the Body Over
Delmark 231 • $7.99

Bob Graf
At Westminster • 1958
Delmark 763 • $7.99

Reginald R. Robinson
Sounds In Silhouette
Delmark 670 • $7.99

Detroit Jr.
Blues on the Internet
Delmark 777 • $7.99

Rich Corpolongo
Just Found Joy
Delmark 489 • $7.99

Scott Fields Ensemble
Mamet • Delmark 527
+ Michael Zerang • $7.99

Barrett Deems
Deemus • Delmark 492
$5.99 • w/ Chuck Hedges
with Johnny Varro • $5.99

Betty O’Hara
Horns Aplenty • Delmark 482

30
BLUES LPs, continued

Wells, Junior "Hoodoo Man Blues" w/ Buddy Guy. Legendary Chicago blues album. Delmark DS 612 $11.99
Southside Blues Jam + Buddy Guy, Otis Spann, Louis Myers Delmark 628 $11.99
Williams, Big Joe w. Erwin Heller Memphiss Slim, L.B.Montgomery (JO) Flyright (import) 570 $11.99
Wilson, Reuben "The Sweet Life" Groove Merchant 511 $8.99
VARIOUS ARTISTS Condition Your Heart Vintage R&B from St. Louis: Kinglets, Ike Turner Red Lightnin' (import) RL0069 $11.99
Any Kind Of Man female singers 1934-38 Travelin' Man (import) 8811 $14.99
Blues On 2 Rory Gallagher, Johnny Mars BBC 610 $9.49
Down In The Alley By, Brownie, 1-ARM Slim, Memphiss Minnie Travelin' Man (import) 8812 $14.99
Genuine House rockin' Music ll w/ A.C., Elvin, Brooks, Kinsey Alligator 103 $3.99
Georgia Blues Ed Andrews, S. Weaver, Telccy Emery Glenn HK 4005 $11.99
Georgia Blues Today -Will, Robertson, Jimmy Lee Williams, James Davis Flyright (import) 576 $11.99
Harlem Hit Parade w/ Halpin, James Wayne, Ursula Reed, Bob Gaddy, Larry Dale Ace (import) 206 $6.99
Long Man Blues Anthology of stand up blues singers Pearl 17 $11.99
Memphis Blues Stokes, Wilkins, Ollie Rupert, Tom Dickson HK (import) 4002 $11.99
National Downhome Blues Festival V-3 Snooky, Piano Red Southland 23 $9.99
Piano Blues Bert Mays, Kingsbill Fish Tomlin, Ruby Paul HK (import) 4010 $11.99
Texas Blues Jess Thos, Jake, Bo Jones, Willie Reed HK 4003 $11.99

Gospel LPs

Boogs, Professor Harold Avis AV10013 $3.99
Campbell, Rev. E.D. 1937 Eden 8200 $9.99
Chapman, Fannie Bell Gospel Singer Southern Culture SC 1702 $4.99
Dixieaires My Trouble Is Herd Heritage 319 $4.99
Douglas, Rev. Isac, ...And The Charles Fold Singers AVI 50011 $3.99
Grundy, RICKIE & The Williams Family L+R (import) 44.014 $1.99
Hayes, Katherine Singers Who Did It? (Gospel) PS 139 $4.99
Violinaires/Zion Harmonizers / Clouds Of Joy Gospel Quantum (Kratz) (UK) 42 $11.99
Williams, Marion I've Come So Far (cut cover) Spirit Feel 1002 $9.99

Rhythm & Blues LPs

Brown, Ruth The Soul Survivors w/Billy Forrester, org. Flair 8201 $8.99
Browning, Bill Rockabily Reissues From Island ( Ohio) Esdonul 2019 $9.99
Butler, Jerry Folk Songs Vee Jay 1057 $9.99
Holland, Syl Uptown Shakedown Mystery Lady, B.I.Water, etc. HI 6010 $11.99
Neville, Aaron Make Me Strong ('68-'70) 1968 Charlys (imports) 1111 $11.99
Nighthawks Best Of Rock V.2 w/ Dave Maxwell Adelphi 4154 $4.99
Ridgely, Tommy The New King Of The Stroll Flyright (import) 519 $2.99
New Orleans King Of The Stroll Rounder 2579 $9.99
Saint Louis Kings Of Rhythm & Showtime feat. Clayton Love, Billy Gayles, Oliver Sain (2LPset) Timeless 231/2 $11.99

Show Biz LPs

Allen, Fred Limit Club Recue 1933-32 Radio Archives 1002 $99c
Anne & Steve Shine It On show tunes cabaret-style AnneSteve 312032 $99c
Astrae, Fred / Ginger Rogers / Irene Dunne / Bobo Bing Couture-Br 30 $3.99
Autry, Gene Young C.A. New Loom -BR 69 $3.99
Young C.A. Vol. 3 Prairie Justice -BR 71 $3.99
Barmore, John The Great Profile Speaks w/ Ethel & Lionel Barrymore Shakebox -BR 42 $3.99
Chandler, Jeff Michael Shayne Private Detective CommandPerf 11 $1.99
Chevalier, Maurice / Jeanette Macdonald Merry Widow / Love Parade Nadine -BR 260 $3.99
Coward, Noel / Edna Best This Happy Breed Marynova -BR 710 $3.99
Crawford, John Devil's Sister performance + songs Photon -BR 20 $1.99
Croby, Bing (q.v Vocal Jazz, page 35) Flirtation Walk / She Loves Me Not / Collegiate / Here Is My Heart Caliban -BR 6042 $3.99
Fred Astaires Frank Wess, Jerry Dodgion, K.Barron Uptown 27.25 $9.99
Fred Astair's Top Hat, White Tie & Golf Shoes TapTime -BR 142 $8.99
Marlene Dietrich / Tallulah Bankhead Bing's Beaus Flakenzudeuch -BR 5 $9.99
Dailey, Dan / Betty Grable You Were Meant For Me / My Blue Heaven Titanic -BR 503 $3.99
Dailey, Dan / Lillie Roth Give My Regards To Broadway / Honey Sweetie Calliban -BR 6018 $3.99
Live DVDs: WHERE THE MUSIC LIVES

1244 Jazz O’Manlucs - Sunset Café Stomp - live at Bixfest & Meyer’s Ace Hardware
1566 Kahl El’Zabar’s Ritual Trio & Billy Bang - Live At The River East Art Center
1568 Fred Anderson Timeless w/ Harrison Bankhead & Hamid Drake +plus Interview
1569 Deep Blue Organ Trio - Goin’ To Town, Live at the Green Mill. +plus interview
1570 Ernest Dawkins’ New Horizons Ensemble - The Messenger
1573 Chicago Underground Trio - Chronicle concert overlaid with abstract designs
1574 Ethnic Heritage Ensemble - Hot N’ Heavy: Live at the Ascension Loft
1575 Nicole Mitchell Black Unstopable Black Earth Ensemble at Velvet Lounge.
1577 Ari Brown Live At The Green Mill w/Kirk Brown, Yosef Ben Israel, Avraeayl Ra.
1589 Fred Anderson 21st Century Chase with Kidd Jordan, Jeff Parker, Chad Taylor.
1597 Mikrokolektiv Dew Point abstract concert film plus short
1782 Tail Dragger My Head Is Bald: Live at Vern’s Friendly Lounge w/ Jimmy Dawkins
1783 Mississippi Heat One Eye Open: Live at Rosas’ featuring Lurrie Bell
1789 Jimmy Burns Live At B.L.U.E.S. with Jesse Fortune + commentary track
1791 Carey & Lurrie Bell Gettin’ Up at Rosas’s Lounge, Buddy Guy’s Legends & home
1793 Little Arthur Duncan Live At Rosas’s Blues Lounge with commentary track
1794 Dave Specter Live In Chicago with Jimmy Johnson, Ted Robinson
1796 Byther Smith Blues On The Moon: Live at the Natural Rhythm Social Club
1800 It Ain’t Over Delmark Records Celebrates 55 Years Of Blues, At Legends includes Lurrie Bell, Zora Young, Dave Specter w/ Jimmy Johnson, Eddie Shaw.
1803 Tail Dragger Live at Rooster’s Lounge Rockin’ Johnny, Dawkins, + commentary

All DVDs $24.99. Listed interviews & commentaries are with featured artists.

DELMARKS STILL ON VINYL

DS 406 Bud Powell - Bouncing With Bud with Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen. ★★★★½
DS 408 Roseanne Mitchell - Sound First AACM recording! ★★★★ w/ Lester Bowie
DL 411 Sun Ra & The Arkestra - Sun Song Ra’s first album, with Julian Priester, John Gilmore.
DL 414 Sun Ra & The Arkestra - Sound Of Joy w, Gilmore, Priester…Ra’s 2nd album! ★★★★½
DL 451 Dinah Washington - Mellow Mama with Milt Jackson, Charles Mingus…Apollo ★★★★
DF 588 Josh Berman Sound Is w/ Keefe Jackson. $14.99
DF 595 Exploding Star Orchestra Stars Have Shapes $14.99
DS 612 Junior Wells - Hoodoo Man Blues w/ Buddy Guy ★★★★
DS 615 Magic Sam - West Side Soul w/ Mighty Joe Young ★★★★★
DS 629 Junior Wells - Southside Blues Jam + Buddy, Spann
DL 648 Little Walter - Blues World Of Little Walter

DL & DS LPs $11.99
DL = mono
DS = stereo
DF = audiophile $14.99

DELMARK CASSETTE SPECIALS

Out of Print Delmark Cassettes 99¢ While Supplies Last
011 JIMMY COE BIG BAND Say What?!
449 BRAD GOODE Shock Of The New w/ Lin Haliday, Ed Peterson, Jodie Christian
444 MIKE SMITH Unit 7 w/Ron Friedman,Jodie Christian
446 JIMMIE COOPER Tough Town w/ Ira Sullivan
448 MIKE SMITH On a Cool Night w/ Ron Friedman
450 SIR CHARLES THOMPSON Takin’ Off w/ Charlie Parker, Dexter Gordon
451 DINAH WASHINGTON Mellow Mama w/Charles Mingus, Milt Jackson, Lucky T.
452 HONKERS & BAR WALKERS Volume 2 w/Willis Jackson, King Curtis,more
455 TAB SMITH Ace High -United Series
457 JIMMIE COOPER Nathville w/Ira Sullivan & others
460 WILLIS JACKSON Call of the Gator
602 BIG JOE WILLIAMS Pinney Woods Blues
604 BIG JOE WILLIAMS Blues on Highway 49
609 BIG JOE WILLIAMS & J.D. SHORT Stavin’ Chain Blues 1959 recording.
618 SLEEPY JOHN ESTES Brownsville Blues w. Ransom Knowling, Yank Rachell
614 ARTHUR “BIG BOY” CRUDUP Look On Yonder’s Wall w. Ransom Knowling
616 ROOSEVELT SYKES Gold Mine 1966 solo piano/vocal—LP title: In Europe
619 SLEEPY JOHN ESTES On the Chicago Scene w/ Jimmy Dawkins, Carey Bell
630 ROBERT JR. LOCKWOOD Steady Rollin’ Man w/ Dave & Louis Myers
634 JIMMY DAWKINS All For Business w/Big Voice Odum, Otis Rush, Jim Conley
642 ROOSEVELT SYKES & Honeypotters Raining In My Heart +Remo Biondi
645 MAGIC SAM Live From Ann Arbor and Alex Club
647 JIMMY JOHNSON North / South
650 PROFESSOR’S BLUES REVUE featuring Karen Carroll Professor Strat
654 MAGIC SAM Give Me Time 1968 solo rehearsal tapes previously issued.
655 SUNNYSLAND SLIM House Rent Party w/ Jimmy Rogers, Willie Mabon
657 V/A West Coast Jive Wynome Harris, Duke Henderson, Cee Pee Johnson
673 TAD ROBINSON One To Infinity w. Robert Ward, Alex Schultz, Richie Davis
674 SYL JOHNSON & Hi Rhythm Back In The Game He took you to the river.
680 KAREN CARROLL Had My Fun Live and studio with Johnny B. Moore.
PC15 V/A Jump & Shout New Orleans Blues & Rhythm
PC16 MORRIS PEJOE / ARTHUR “BIG BOY” SPIRES Wrapped In My Baby
PC17 VARIOUS ARTISTS Long Man Blues Stand up singers

Delmark Blues Cassettes - Limited Quantities only $2.99
612 JUNIOR WELLS Hoodoo Man Blues w/ Buddy Guy, Jack Myers ★★★★
613 JUNIOR WELLS On Tap Phil Guy, Big Moose Walker, A.C. Reed.
648 LITTLE WALTER Blues World Of... w/Sunnyland, Muddy Waters,JB Lenoir
666 CAREY BELL Heartaches and Pain with the first recording of Lurrie Bell

Out of Print Delmark Blues Cassettes only $1.99
601 SPECKLED RED The Dirty Dozens 1956-57 solo piano/vocal.
605 SLEEPY JOHN ESTES The Legend Of... with Hammie Nixon, Knocky Parker.
608 SLEEPY JOHN ESTES Broke and Hungry w. Yank Rachell, Mike Bloomfield
610 MAGIC SAM Black Magic w/ Eddie Shaw, Lafayette Leake, Mighty Joe Young
611 CAREY BELL Blues Harp w/ Jimmy Dawkins, Eddie Taylor, Pnetop Perkins
613 JIMMY DAWKINS - First Fingers w Eddie Shaw, Leake, M.J. Young.
614 MIGHTY JOE YOUNG Blues With A Touch Of Soul w/ Jimmy Dawkins
615 EDDIE “CLEANHEAD” VISION Old Kidneys Stew Es Fine w/ Jay McShann
620 ROOSEVELT SYKES Feel Like Blowing My Horn w/ Robert Jr. Lockwood
635 J. B. HUTTO Slidewinder with The Hawks featuring Lee Jackson
636 OTIS RUSH Cold Day In Hell w/ Abb Locke, Big Moose, Mighty Joe Young.
637 JUNIOR WELLS Blues Hit Bit Town 1953-4 w/Muddy Waters,Elmore James
639 OTIS RUSH So Many Roods: Live in Japan, with Jimmy Johnson. ★★★½
644 JIMMY JOHNSON Johnson’s Whacks w. Ike Anderson, Rico McFarland
645 YANK RACHELL Chicago Style w/ Floyd Jones, Ode Payne.
647 MAGIC SAM The Magic Sam Legacy w/ Eddie Shaw, Shakey Jake
652 SLEEPER & BARKIN’ BILL SMITH Blues With A Touch Of Soul w/ Mighty Joe Young
659 EDDIE “CLEANHEAD” VISION Old Kidneys Stew Es Fine w/ Jay McShann
664 WILLIE KENT Ain’t It Nice w “Mad Dog” Lester Davenport & others.
665 JESSE FORTUNE Fortune Tellin’ Man w/ Dave Specter & The Bluebirds.
666 LONNIE BROOKS Let’s Talk It Over 1977 previously unissued session.
670 REGINALD R. ROBINSON The Strongman Plays own ragtime compositions.
678 DAVE SPECTER & BARKIN’ BILL SMITH Blues World With a Touch Of Soul w/ Milt Jackson
684 PC10 MEMPHIS SLIM Memphis Slim U.S.A. United Series

Out of Print Delmark Jazz Cassettes only $1.99
611 SUN RA Sun Song w/ Julian Priester. His first album!
634 HONKERS & BAR WALKERS Vol.I w/Jimmy Forrest,P.Bascomb,Doc Sausage
447 TAB SMITH Jump Time original 1951-1952 United sessions
**JAZZ RECORD MART ORDER FORM**

Please note format of all items ordered (CD, CS, LP, DVD, or OTHER). Be sure to include LABEL NAME, NUMBER, ARTIST and TITLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LABEL</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>ARTIST</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>CD</th>
<th>LP</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>OTHER</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ALTERNATES**

Subtotal of Above Items

Illinois Residents Add 9.75% Sales Tax

Shipping & Handling

Less Credit Memo (Enclosed)

Total Enclosed (No COD)

Questions: (800) 684–3480 or email jazzmart@aol.com

Fax orders: (312) 222–0497 or mail:

JAZZ RECORD MART
27 E. Illinois, Chicago, IL 60611

Remember to include your complete address.

- Items in the catalog are already discounted. No further discounts will be honored.
- Sorry, no used or second hand product sold by mail.
- Prices and availability subject to change without notice, but are usually valid until the publication of the next R&N.

**SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES:**

(We ship US mail priority. If you prefer U.P.S., you must specify so.)

**Within U.S.**
- 1 CD or cassette: $3.00
- 2–4 item(s): $6.00; 5–8 items: $8.00; 9–12 items: $10.00; 12+ items by weight—call. (2 cassettes counts as 1 item.)
- Any order containing an LP or book will be shipped media mail. Call for UPS Next Day & 2nd Day Air, or for other options.

**CANADA**
- $12.00 for the first 2 items, $1.00 for each additional item.
- For air parcel rates, call or write us.
- There is no additional shipping charge for magazines when included in a CD/LP/CS/VID order.

**OVERSEAS**
- $12.00 for the first 2 items, $1.00 for each additional item.
- For air parcel rates, call or write us.
- There is no additional shipping charge for magazines when included in a CD/LP/CS/VID order.

Foreign Subscription 4.50

Subtotal of Above Items

Illinois Residents Add 9.75% Sales Tax

Shipping & Handling

Less Credit Memo (Enclosed)

Total Enclosed (No COD)

Due to the volatile nature of small label distribution, we cannot guarantee that we will have every item in stock. Additionally, some labels/items are final pressings and are limited to stock on hand and may sell out. When paying by credit card, you will only be charged for items shipped. When paying by check or money order please list alternate selections. A credit memo will be issued if necessary.

- Check here if you would like us to backorder unfilled items for you. No additional shipping & handling will apply to backorders

**Credit Card Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card Number</th>
<th>Expiration Date</th>
<th>Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE FOLLOWING IS OUR RETURN POLICY. We will accept returns on the following:**

1. Unopened product—Postage paid
2. Mint product proven defective on our equipment

NO RETURNS ACCEPTED FOR ANY OTHER REASON. Sorry.
JUNIOR WELLS  Hoodoo Man
Black on cream
S-M-L-XL $18  2X $20

DELMARK LOGO
Blue as shown, or grey
S-M-L-XL $18;  2X-3X $20

SUN RA  Sun Song
Yellow on red
S-M-L-XL $20;  2X-3X $22

CHICAGO: HOME OF THE BLUES
Available in orange as shown
and in green
S-M-L-XL $20;  2X $22

JRM CHICAGO
Mustard as shown, Lt. Blue,
Black (with white logo)
S-M-L-XL $18;  2X-3X $20

MAGIC SAM  West Side Soul
Blue tee with full color art!
CALL JRM FOR PRICES!

For more T-shirt choices, visit our new improved T-Shirt pages on our website: jazzrecordmart.com/product/jazshirts.htm for jazz shirts
Or jazzrecordmart.com/product/blushirts.htm for blues shirts or click on the links from our home page at www.jazzrecordmart.com